Hey Knoxvillians...

Are you noticing home prices & rent rising in your neighborhood?

What we’re seeing is ultimately Supply & Demand.

When the demand for housing in an area is greater than the supply... price goes up!

And that’s where we are. Our Neighborhoods are great... and more people want to be here!

But currently, there’s not enough for everyone...

Knoxville is experiencing & expecting serious growth over the next few decades... Population Projections for 2040 tell us that in order to adequately house everyone, we need to add 5+ housing units PER DAY from Now til Then!
To successfully & sustainably meet this demand (and stabilize pricing) these housing units will need to be created in many places... existing nodes & corridors, in & around city centers, suburban areas supported by transit, and within our existing neighborhoods...

ReCode Knoxville provides us an opportunity to ensure the zoning rules are in place to allow for & create more equitable opportunity within our community.

The proposed zoning update has successfully addressed many areas that would allow for more housing in Knoxville...

But let’s take a closer look at our neighborhoods...
This is our **Existing Zoning Map**, notice large sections of **ORANGE** appear in our neighborhoods, representing the R-2 zone. In the existing R-2 zone, **duplexes and multi-dwelling structures are currently allowed**.

**These structures are known as Naturally Occurring Affordable Housing**, and are the predominant source of affordable housing nationwide...

**AFFORDABLE HOUSING**

...Consisting of small lot Single-Family, Duplex, Triplex, Four-Plex, & ADU’s.
However, on the proposed ReCode map, much of that Orange is gone, replaced with a much more restrictive RN-2 zone that does not allow multifamily developments and only allows duplexes by special use approval (if the lot is big enough... which most are not).

The result of this down-zoning is that options for the development of affordable housing, such as smaller lot single-family homes, duplexes, or small-scale multi-family dwellings, are restricted.

This will limit the existing availability and the opportunity to create more affordable housing for Knoxville...

Right at a time when the city is facing an affordable housing shortage.
But it’s not too late!

[Click Here to tell MPC that you want more housing choices for Knoxville by leaving the comment...]

“Bring Back the Orange”

This will encourage the ReCode Team to take a closer look at the Proposed Map... and let them know we need more opportunity for housing that meets a variety of needs & budgets.

**Orange Zoning:**

**RN-3: Single- and Two-Family Residential Neighborhood Zoning District** is intended to accommodate residential neighborhoods in the City of Knoxville characterized by one and two-family homes. Townhouse dwellings may be allowed by special use approval to facilitate a moderately dense urban development pattern. Limited nonresidential uses that are compatible with the character of the district may also be permitted.

**RN-4: General Residential Neighborhood Zoning District** is intended to accommodate mixed density residential development within the City of Knoxville. Single-family, two-family, and townhouse dwelling residential development is permitted with multi-family dwellings of up to six units allowed in specific locations. The RN-4 District is intended to be applied to neighborhoods that are characterized by such mixed-density, or that have been identified as areas where such development would be suitable in the future. The RN-4 accommodates more variety of dwelling types, while ensuring the overall maintenance of a predominantly single- and two-family orientation within these areas. Limited nonresidential uses that are compatible with the character of the district may also be permitted.

**RN-5: The RN-5 General Residential Neighborhood Zoning District** is intended to accommodate residential neighborhoods in the City of Knoxville comprising a heterogeneous mix of single-family, two-family, townhouse, and multi-family dwellings. The RN-5 District may also serve as a functional transition between traditionally lower-density residential neighborhoods within the City, and more intensely developed residential or commercial areas. Limited nonresidential uses that are compatible with the character of the district may also be permitted.